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Molecular dynamics study of the swelling and
osmotic properties of compact nanogel particles†

Alexandros Chremos, *a Jack F. Douglas, b Peter J. Bassera and
Ferenc Horkay *a

Owing to their great importance in materials science and other fields, we investigate the solution and

osmotic properties of uncharged compact nanogel particles over a wide range of solvent quality and

particle concentration by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We characterize the osmotic pressure

by estimating the second and third virial coefficients, and by extension, we identify the y-point where

the second virial coefficient vanishes. Calculations of the structure factor indicate that these particles are

similar to macrogels in that the particle-like scattering profile disappears at moderate concentrations.

We also find that improving the solvent quality enhances the spatial segmental uniformity, while

significant heterogeneous structure arises near the y-point. Well below the y-point where the second

osmotic virial coefficient vanishes, these heterogeneous structures become less prevalent as the

particles tend to collapse. We also investigate the degree of swelling and structure of compact nanogel

particles with a variable excluded volume interaction and gel particle concentration. The osmotic

modulus and the scaling exponents in good and y-point conditions of these gels are characteristic of

interacting randomly branched polymers, i.e., ‘‘lattice animals’’.

I. Introduction

Nanogel particles are typically, but not always, hydrogel materials
with a high capacity for swelling in water, depending on the
extent of cross-linking and polymer excluded interactions
within and between them.1–3 They are increasingly becoming
essential building blocks of modern (bio)-manufacturing,4–6

because they are often highly bio-compatible, due to their
hydrophilic nature. The high loading capacity for guest molecules
and their unique physical properties offer distinct advantages
over other types of nanomaterials for biomedical applications.
Moreover, they are highly customizable since they can be
composed of a variety of naturally occurring or synthetic polymers,
and their size, softness, and degradability can be fine-tuned by
varying the chemical composition. For example, nanogel particles
can be designed to exhibit multi-stimuli responsiveness in targeted
therapy of cancer7 or to provide targeted delivery of short
interfering RNA (siRNAs), a gene-regulating tool to increase
the efficacy of chemotherapy drugs.8 Owing to the growing
number of applications of nanogel particles, there is a need to

understand these particles better to enable optimization of
their properties for specific applications.

While nanogel particles are predominately being used as
targeted drug-delivery vehicles, nanogel particles have been also
used in bacterial bio-production,9 as self-healing materials,10 in
enhanced oil recovery,11 coatings12,13 and sensors.14 Another
emerging role of nanogel particles is by embedding them within
a polymer network to improve performance for the desired
application. Specifically, the articular cartilage of the knee and
hip exhibits compromised load-bearing capacity when its com-
pressive resistance is reduced. Moreover, articular cartilage
experiences large-amplitude repetitive loading during walking
or jumping, so a rapid recovery of the bulk tissue is crucial to
normal function. Deviation from the physiological material
performance in articular cartilage is associated with degenera-
tive conditions such as osteoarthritis.15–18 Recently, Horkay and
Basser19 have utilized nanogel particles to develop a synthetic
composite hydrogel that mimics functional properties of articu-
lar cartilage.19 As a prerequisite to studying composite gels, it is
prudent to develop descriptions of the two primary components,
the network and the nanogel particles. In this paper, we study
the swelling and osmotic properties of compact nanogel parti-
cles in dilute and concentrated solutions in the absence of a
polymer matrix. The inclusion of the polymer matrix is integral
for creating the composite gel model, but it also increases the
complexity of the model. We plan for this to be the subject of a
subsequent paper. It is then essential to understand the behavior
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of the nanogel particles in the absence of a polymer matrix as the
natural step toward our goal.

Our previous study of polymers having a network topology
indicated that the apparent exponents describing the mass
scaling of these polymers under good solvent conditions gen-
erally depend on the density of branch points in the network
and the fraction of bonds cut in the network.20,21 This led us to
define two distinct general classes of networks. First, the ‘ideal’
or ‘compact nanogel particles’ have a network topology defined
by a lattice-like structure, resulting in a more symmetric
particle-like geometry. Second, the ‘open nanogel particles’
have a polymer network that is highly defective so that the
polymer network forms an anisotropic fractal-like structure.
The mass scaling of the ‘open gels’ was found to conform rather
well with randomly branched polymers (‘lattice animals’), but
the situation was found to be more complicated for the perfect
nanogel particles whose size did not seem to conform with the
expectations of randomly branched polymers.21 In particular,
the apparent mass scaling exponents describing the average
size of these nanogel particles depended on the mesh spacing
in the network. The radius of gyration mass scaling exponent
when the mesh size was small was found to be consistent with
that for the swollen linear chains composing the network in
isolation (n E 0.588) with increasing M while the apparent
exponent was found to be near (n E 1/3) with increasing
branched points in each direction. An examination of the
structure factor of these closed gel nanoparticles exhibits a
mass scaling similar to self-avoiding linear polymers at high
scattering wavevector. However, a cross-over to a wavevector
scaling is consistent with a higher effective fractal dimension at
larger length scales.20,21 It is apparent from these observations
that the structures simulated cannot be described as being
‘fractal’ objects, but they are rather hybrid structures having
properties in common to fractals, epitomized by linear polymer
chains, and symmetric particles having uniform density.
It is difficult from the limited size simulations to deduce the
asymptotic mass scaling in the limit of large polymer mass
from the study of individual network polymer chains, but
additional insights into these mass scaling characteristics can
be obtained from the study of the swelling of these structures as
solvent quality is varied and from the concentration dependence
of the osmotic pressure under variable solvent conditions. We
will show that there are slow cross-over effects on the n exponent,
as found even in linear polymer chains when the polymers are
semi-flexible, suggesting there is an appreciable rigidification of
polymer network when the mesh spacing is small.

This paper studies the swelling and osmotic properties of
compact nanogel particles in dilute and concentrated solu-
tions. We have already developed methods for generating
nanogel particles, and we have studied the structure and
conformational properties in athermal dilute solutions.20,21

We use these methods to construct gels composed of nanogel
particles and characterize their structure, osmotic pressure,
and osmotic modulus. In addition, we estimate the virial
coefficients of compact nanogel particles and compare them
with star polymer solutions. We also investigate the influence

of solvent quality on the degree of swelling in both dilute and
concentrated nanogel particle concentrations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains details
of the simulation model and methods. The results are pre-
sented in Section III, where we investigate the influence of
solvent quality in the swelling of nanogel particles in dilute and
concentrated solutions. We also investigate the scattering pro-
files of these gels and the calculate the osmotic modulus.
Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section IV.

II. Methods and models

We employ a bead-spring model suspended in an implicit
solvent, in which we have adapted a model developed pre-
viously for studying the swelling behavior of linear polymer
chains in solution. All the nanogel particles are assigned the
same mass m, size s, and strength of interaction e; we set e and
s as the units of energy and length.

The expression describing the non-bonded interactions
operating between all pairs of beads contains three terms. First
we write the purely repulsive Weeks–Chandler–Andersen (WCA)
potential,22 which is a Lennard-Jones potential cut and shifted
at the position of the minimum, rmin = 21/6s:

VWCAðrÞ ¼
4e

s
r

� �12
� s

r

� �6� �
þ e r � rmin

0 r4 rmin

8><
>: (1)

To represent the attractive interactions, the WCA potential is
shifted in the range 0 r r r rmin by a square-well (SW)
potential,

VSWðrÞ ¼
�le 0o r � rmin

0 r4 rmin

(
(2)

where the well-depth parameter l allows for a tuning of the
effective monomer–monomer attractive interaction strength or
the ‘‘solvent quality’’. We again note that we follow previous
work23 in the use of this model coarse–grained interaction
potential. To interpolate the potential smoothly between �le
at r = rmin and 0 at a cut-off distance rcut 4 rmin, we add
the term

VcosðrÞ ¼
1

2
le cosðar2 þ bÞ � 1
� �

rmin o r � rcut

0 r4 rcut

8><
>: (3)

a and b satisfy the conditions armin
2 + b = p and arcut

2 + b = 2p.
The cosine form of the potential also means that dVcos/dr = 0 at

r = rcut. We choose rcut = 3s/2, for which a and b become, a ¼

4p

9� 4
ffiffiffi
23
p and b ¼ 2p� 9

4
a. The final non-bonded potential is

V(r) = VWCA + VSW(r) + Vcos(r), see Fig. 1. The parameter l
controls the depth of the potential well at r = rmin, and provides
a convenient measure of the solvent quality. In a good solvent,
the effective bead–bead interactions are purely repulsive; this
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corresponds to l = 0. In a poor solvent, the bead–bead interac-
tions are attractive, and this behavior can be modeled with l = 1;
the parameter l also corresponds roughly to the Lennard-Jones
potential well, which has been used frequently in the past in
coarse-grained modeling of neutral polymers both in solution
and in the melt.24,25

In simple models of uncharged polymer solutions, a variable
excluded volume interaction strength is normally described
theoretically by the ratio of the strength of the nearest–neighbor
interaction (e.g., the depth of a square potential) divided by
temperature as in the classical Flory–Huggins theory of polymer
solutions and polymers in the melt state where the the dimen-
sionless energetic well-depth parameter (normally denoted as w)
is estimated from fitting the model calculations based on such
idealized intermolecular potentials to experiment.26 It is well-
known that this approach must often be modified by adding a
constant ‘‘entropic’’ term to the w interaction parameter so that
the T dependence is more complicated than indicated by the
original Flory–Huggins theory neglecting monomer and solvent
structure, as well as the topology and bending rigidity of the
molecules. A general, albeit complex extension of the Flory–
Huggins model has been developed which addresses these
specific monomer effects27,28 which explains this more complex
temperature phenomenology of polymer–polymer interactions
under high polymer polymer concentrations where mean field
theory reasonably applies. Correspondingly, we may expect some
deviation from the simple dependence of solvent quality on the
ratio le/T that one may infer from the Lennard-Jones or the
square-well like potential alone. We address this complication in
describing the reduced interaction strength so that obtain a
unified description of the variation of solvent quality by varying
either l or T.

The benefit of using the depth of the potential interaction
instead of T for the control of the solvent quality is that a wider

range of ‘‘solvent quality’’ can be explored by molecular dynamics
simulation. A ‘‘map’’ between the l and T can be constructed by
matching an appropriate quantity, here we used the radius of
gyration for a nanogel particle, see inset of Fig. 1. A first order
approximation results in l = (T + 0.5)�1, which evidently athermal
solvents having l - 0 require T - N; an improved description
is found with l = (T1.33 + 0.54)�1. In other words, athermal or
very ‘‘good’’ solvents require high temperature values that are
prohibited in a molecular dynamics simulation. Moreover, high
temperature simulations of some complexity models, such as
polymers, have the potential of not sampling appropriately the
configurational space due to deviation between the configura-
tional temperature and thermodynamic temperature.29 The seg-
ments along a chain are connected with their neighbors via a stiff
harmonic spring, VH(r) = k(r � l0)2, where l0 = 0.99s is the
equilibrium length of the spring, and k = 2000e/s2 is the spring
constant.

A perfect compact gel that is composed of star polymers
placed in a square or in a cubic lattice and with two or more of
their free ends bonded with the free ends of the neighboring
stars, the number of branched points (or star polymers) in each
direction is labeled as Nx, Ny, and Nz, see Fig. 2.20 The repeating
structural unit of the polymer network studied here is a
branched structure that is identical to a regular star polymer.
Other polymeric structures and/or other lattices could be
utilized but these are out of the scope of the current study.
A regular star polymer has a core particle, which is connected
with the free end of f chains (or arms) composed of M
segments. Thus, the total number of interaction centers per
star polymer is Mw,star = fM + 1. The molecular mass of a
nanogel particle is Mw = (NxNyNz)Mw,star. We use the quantity Nb

Fig. 1 The non-bonded, bead–bead interaction potential V(r) with l = 1,
showing the contributions from VWCA(r) + VSW(r) (black) and Vcos(r) (red).
Inset: Average radius of gyration of a nanogel particle via l variation (black
line) and temperature T variation (symbols). Two relations between l and T
are presented.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the molecular architecture of the nanogel particle.
Typical screenshots of a equilibrated molecular configuration of compact
nanogel particle at infinite dilution (the simulation box is so large that is not
visible) and fixed osmotic pressure conditions, where the nanogel particles
fill the simulation box and interacting through periodic boundaries.
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to characterize the number of branched points in each direc-
tion. We focus on nanogel particles having Nb = Nx = Ny = Nz.
Every star polymer unit at the interior of the nanogel is fully
bonded with its neighbors and thus the only dangling polymer
chains are located at the exterior of the nanogel structure.
Nanogel particles are randomly placed in a simulation box
without overlaps. For highly dilute conditions, we consider a
single nanogel particle in a simulation box several times larger
than the size of the nanogel particle. For concentrated solutions,
we considered a small number of nanogel particles ranging from
one to eight. Unless stated otherwise, we mainly focus on
compact nanogel particles having Nb = 10, f = 4, and M = 25.

The systems in dilute concentrations were equilibrated at
constant temperature kBT/e = 1.0, maintained by a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat. In concentrated solutions, the systems were equili-
brated at constant temperature kBT/e = 1.0 and constant pressure
maintained by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat. Typical
simulations equilibrate for 5000t and data is accumulated over a
150 000t interval, where t = s(m/e)1/2 is the MD time unit; the
time step used was Dt/t = 0.005.

The osmotic pressure of the system is calculated from the
virial equation P = rkT + W/V, where the internal virial W is
calculated from the sum of a pair virial function w(rij) =
rijdU(rij)/drij. Due to the presence of non-vanishing intra-
molecular contributions, a small constant is added in P to
ensure that the correct limit is reached at vanishing small
segmental densities.

III. Results and discussion

We first discuss the two main approaches to identifying the
y-point in compact nanogel particles MD simulations where the
second virial coefficient vanishes. The first approach involves
taking advantage of the invariance of the mass scaling of the
size of the polymer, and the second approach uses the virial
equation to estimate the second virial. Once the y-point is
identified, then we develop a universal description for the size
of the compact nanogel particles. Following this analysis, we
calculate the form factor and structure factor for these struc-
tures and characterize the structure of these gels as the y-point
is approached. Finally, we utilize our model of compact nanogel
particles to estimate the osmotic modulus over a wide range of
molecular characteristics and solvent conditions.

A. Compact nanogel particles in super-dilute concentrations

We initiate our discussion on the swelling of compact nanogel
particles in super-dilute concentrations. We define the segmental
density r =NgelMw/V, where Ngel is the number of nanogel particles
and V is the volume of the simulation box. We note the local
segmental density inside the nanogel particle rgel = Mw/Vnanogel,
where Vnanogel is the volume occupied by nanogel particle, does
not decrease towards vanishing small values as r - 0 due to the
polymer crosslinking. For the purposes of the current study, we
assume that the volume of the nanogel particle is approximately,

Vnanogel �
4p
3
Rg

3.

At high temperatures, polymer chains in solution30–32 and,
by extension, the gels,33 swell due to the dominance of repul-
sive interactions, while at low temperatures, the polymer chains
collapse because the attractive interactions dominate over the
repulsive interactions resulting in chain collapse conformations.
At intermediate temperatures, near the y-temperature where
attractive interactions compensate the repulsive inter-polymer
interactions, the chains adopt nearly ‘ideal’ conformations
because the attractive and repulsive interaction contributions
cancel each other, but the scaling of the polymer size under this
ideal condition depends on polymer topology, in general. Linear
chain melts and concentrated solutions have practically ideal
chain conformations between monomers because the surrounding
chains almost completely screen the interactions between the
monomers.

There are two main approaches to identifying the
y-temperature for a polymeric system. The first one takes
advantage of the size mass invariance that polymers exhibit
at the y-temperature, provided one knows the Flory exponent,
ny appropriate to the kind of polymer involved. The approach is
relatively straightforward, requiring the estimation of the
size of the polymer at different solvent quality solvents and
molecular masses. The radius of gyration Rg is typically used as
a measure of polymer size for this purpose. As the temperature
of the system is increased, the polymer (assuming that it is
neutral) will swell. This type of calculation is repeated for
polymers of different molecular masses. The y-temperature
can be identified by the location where Rg

	
Mny

w remains fixed
for all molecular masses. The advantage of this approach is that
it is relatively straightforward to implement computationally.
However, its disadvantage is that it requires a priori knowledge
of ny, which cannot be assumed to be the same as polymers
having a linear topology and this definition does not generally
coincide with the condition at which the second virial coefficient
vanishes for finite-sized polymers. The second approach is the
estimation of y-temperature by the calculation of the second
virial, and we will discuss this approach in Subsection IIIC.

The scaling regions are clearly distinguishable in Fig. 3. In the
first region Rg

	
Mny

w increases as Mw increases corresponding to

a good solvent regime, and in the second region Rg

	
Mny

w

decreases as Mw increases corresponding to a poor solvent
regime. In between these two regimes all Rg

	
Mny

w curves for

different values of Mw cross, suggesting that Rg

	
Mny

w becomes
independent of Mw variation. This crossover point defines the
y-point. Additionally, our high fidelity results provide a clear
identification of a single point where Rg

	
Mny

w remains invariant
of Mw corresponding to ly E 0.7, see Fig. 3. While the same
mass scaling exponents for each solvent quality condition are
found in both linear chains and our compact nanogel particles,
the location of the y-point is significantly different; for linear
chains, ly,chains = 0.646. The branched nature of the polymer
network evidently also influences the y-point.

Knowledge of the conditions at which the y-conditions
emerge provide an important reference point to describe the
changes in the size of a polymer over the variation of the solvent
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quality. There is no rigorous theory for the swelling of these
networks, and we first offer a highly simplified mean field
model of the swelling of the polymer networks. Inspired by
previous modeling of the swelling of polymer brushes and
gels;34 The basic idea is that the extent of polymer swelling
ultimately saturates, and we model the swelling by a tanh
function which varies sigmoidally and inherently exhibits
this saturation tendency. Indeed, we find Rg/Rg,q for that
compact nanogel particle having M and variable Nb follows this
empirical functional form rather well. In particular, Rg/Rg,y for
compact nanogel particles can be described by the empirical
functional form,

Rg

Rg;y
¼ 1þ c0 tanh

tMj

c1

� �
(4)

where the c0, c1, and j are fitting parameters, and t is the
reduced temperature t = (T � Ty)/T. The results of this approx-
imation,which a direct extension of the scaling relation for the
dimensions of macroscopic gels and grafted polymer brushes,34

are shown in Fig. 4. We also used the following relation,[(ly � l)/
ly]

g B (T � Ty)/T, where g is a fitting parameter. This simple
approximant clearly captures the overall trend in the nanogel
particle swelling rather well. We note that for the good and the
poor solvent regimes, a different set of values for these

parameters were found, and their values are presented in
Table 1. This simple approximation cannot apply to the case of
highly variable M since the different mass scaling between the
y-solvent, and good solvent limits will make the gap between the
theta and good solvent limits progressively larger with increasing M.
This same situation arises in linear polymer chains, but where
the good solvent and y-solvent scaling exponents are different
from branched polymers. Future work will describe the size of
compact20 and open21 nanogel particles that are more suitable
when considering an extensive range of polymer molecular
mass. We next briefly show that a simple extension of the
renormalization (RG) group theory to describe the swelling of
our nanogel particles appears to be promising for describing
this type of crossover above the y-point.

In Fig. 5, we show a comparison to the first order renorma-
lization group expression for Rg

2/Rg,y
2,35,36

Rg
2/Rg,q

2 = (1 +z/u*)(2n � 2ny)/j[1 + b(z/u*)/(1 + z/u*)] (5)

for linear polymers with the swollen and y-point exponents
fixed by values appropriate for the present polymers, i.e., n = 1/2
and ny E 2/5 in a good solvent and y-conditions. The ‘crossover
exponent’ j for the binary excluded volume interaction equals,
j = 2 � dny, where d is the spatial dimension, and the observed
value of j is close to the predicted value j = 0.8 obtained by
taking ny = 2/5. In the fit in Fig. 5 to eqn (5), the generalized

Fig. 3 Average radius of gyration, Rg, of isolated nanogel particles nor-
malized by the scaled molecular mass, M

ny
w , where the ny = 2/5 is the Flory

exponent at the y-point, as a function of the reduced solvent quality
parameter,(ly � l)/ly, where ly = 0.7. The highlighted regions outline the
good solvent conditions for (ly � l)/ly 4 0 and poor solvent conditions for
(ly � l)/ly o 0. The uncertainty estimates correspond to two standard
deviations. Typical equilibrated molecular configurations of compact
nanogel particle at infinite dilution at different solvent conditions are also
presented.

Fig. 4 Average radius of gyration, Rg, of isolated compact nanogel
particles normalized by Rg at y-point, as a function of the reduced
temperature, t = (T � Ty)/T and chain length, M, scaled with an exponent j.
The highlighted regions outline the good solvent conditions for t4 0 and poor
solvent conditions for t o 0. The uncertainty estimates correspond to two
standard deviations. The dashed line is a fit of eqn (4) and the values of the
parameters are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Parameters and their values for universal description of the radius
of gyration of compact nanogel particles, see eqn (4)

Parameter t 4 0 t o0

c0 0.89 0.24
c1 5.31 2.64
j 0.8 0.8
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dimensionless excluded volume parameter parameter is taken
to scale as z = tMj and and b is a fitting parameter with values
equal to b = 4.16 for n = 1/2 and b = 2.66 for n = 0.588,
respectively. As discussed by Douglas,37 there are two exten-
sions of Wiener path model to describe polymer networks
where the one dimensional time coordinate of the Wiener path
describing linear polymers is replaced by a ‘multi-dimensional
time’ variable that describes the topological structure of the
polymer network. One of these models, the Wiener sheet
model, leads to the same critical properties as randomly
branched polymers, e.g., a critical dimension of 8 for binary
excluded volume interactions and 6 for ternary interactions, n =
1/4 in the absence of excluded volume interactions, etc., while
the other network model has an ‘infinite critical dimension’
since the average radius of the polymer network only increases
logarithmically with the polymer mass in the absence of
excluded volume interactions, a well known property of the
James and Guth model of polymer networks.38,39 We expect
that the development of a perturbative treatment of excluded
volume interaction in ‘Wiener sheet’ polymers, and a subse-
quent renormalization of the perturbation theory series expan-
sion in z should lead to an expression of the form eqn (5), but
this type of expansion has not yet been attempted. However,
there have been perturbative treatments of binary excluded
volume interactions and a corresponding RG analysis of ran-
domly branched polymers; see discussion in ESI.†

There has been some disagreement about which model is
most appropriate in describing random networks which arise
in a wide range of physical problems. We note that Parisi40 and
Cates41 have made arguments favoring the properties of the
first type of network model. Numerical simulations of random
surfaces having a free boundary in three dimensions42,43

appear to closely accord with n in three dimensions being
exactly 1/2 under self-avoiding conditions, as suggested for
our network polymer simulations (Fig. 5).

The crossover function for the swelling of the nanogel
particles in eqn (5) provides a reasonable reduction of a
swelling data and interpolates between the mass scaling before
for the nanogel particles in the good solvent limit where Rg

scales as Rg B M1/2 and the observations of the present paper
for nanogel particles at their y-point where Rg,q scales as, Rg,q B
M0.4. We should note that in a previous paper we initially
estimated the exponent n for the closed gel polymers to have
a value consistent with linear polymer chains in a good solvent
(n = 0.588), but we now appreciate the uncertainties in this type
of exponent estimation for the inherently limited size of the
polymeric structures that we can simulate. Accordingly, we can
obtain some insight into this apparent exponent by considering
the crossover expression eqn (5) with n assumed to equal our
former estimate, i.e., n = 0.588. We see in Fig. 5 that this
exponent also describes our swelling data for smaller values
of z, but the cross-over curve is better described by n = 1/2 for
large z. Minimally, this underscores the uncertainty in the
estimation of n and to the need for further investigation of this
quantity for much larger networks. Similar trends were
observed in the formation of clusters of branched polymers.44

Below we approach this problem from another direction
through the scaling of the osmotic pressure with polymer
concentration where we find compelling evidence for n = 1/2
in a good solvent from the scaling of the osmotic pressure of
solutions of these polymers in the semi-dilute concentration
regime. At any rate, the extension of the linear chain RG
crossover description of chain swelling to network polymers
seems promising, and we plan to develop this type of crossover
description further in the future.

Continuum perturbative models of polymers with excluded
volume interactions should only apply for relatively high mass
polymers under conditions where chain semi-flexibility and
other effects related to the detailed functional form of the pair
interaction does not influence the asymptotic scaling.45–47 Even
short random flight polymer chains do not closely resemble
Gaussian chains because of short range correlations and chain
semi-flexibility makes the approach to this asymptotic scaling
slower. The limitations of the two parameter model of polymer
excluded volume observed for linear polymers should apply
also to randomly branched polymers; see discussion in ESI.†

B. Size of nanogel particles in concentrated solutions

Now that we understand the swelling behavior of compact
nanogel particles under infinite dilution conditions, we focus
on concentrated solutions where the nanogel particles fill the
interstitial space resembling a mesh of polymer chains. Similar
to linear polymer solutions, we can define three characteristic
concentration regimes: (i) the dilute solution, in which the
individual polymers do not overlap, (ii) the semi-dilute solution
where polymers are strongly overlapping but the volume frac-
tion of polymers are still small, and (iii) the concentrated
solutions. The crossover between dilute and semi-dilute
regimes is typically defined by the overlap concentration

defined as r/r* = 1, where r� ¼ 4p
3
Rg;r¼0

3.

Fig. 5 Average square radius of gyration, Rg
2, of isolated compact nano-

gel particles normalized by Rg
2 at y-point, as a function of the reduced

temperature, t = (T� Ty)/T and chain length, M, scaled with an exponent j.
The dashed line is a fit of eqn (5) with n = 1/2 (black line) and n = 0.588 (red
line). The uncertainty estimates correspond to two standard deviations.
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The nanogel particles exhibit two distinct behaviors. In
dilute solutions r/r* o 0.2, we find Rg/Rg,r=0 E 1 meaning that
in these dilute concentrations the size of the nanogel is not
concentration dependent. Above the threshold r/r* E 0.2, we
find a sharp crossover to a power-law Rg/Rg,r=0 B (r/r*)�m,
where m E 1/3, see Fig. 6. This scaling exponent provides
information on how the nanogel particle’s size changes once
each particle starts to interact with each neighbors in solution.
An effect that has been observed in polymer solutions, the
corresponding exponent is mE 0.12 for linear chain,48 mE 0.29
for ring polymers,48 and m E 0.22 for single-chain nano-
particles solutions.49 The starting point in understanding this
effect is based on the observation that the conformational
properties of linear polymer chains in a melt are essentially
the same as those for ‘unperturbed’ chains without excluded
volume interactions, consistent with arguments given by Flory.50

Freed and Edwards51 theoretically explained this behavior from
the screening of excluded volume interactions with increasing
polymer concentration and it has been confirmed by Small Angle
Neutron Scattering (SANS) with labeled linear chains.52 For
nanogel particles, at concentrations where we observe this
emergence of Rg/Rg,r=0 B (r/r*)�1/3 scaling, the interstitial space
is filled by the nanogel particles. This is consistent with recent
modeling of dense microgels suspensions.53 Thus any volume
changes (dV) are correlated by changes in the size of the nanogel
particle, suggesting dV B r�1 B Rg

3. This behavior is observed
for all the solvent quality range as seen Fig. 6. The exponent in
nanogel particles is much larger than in the case of linear chains
but closer to ring polymers.

C. Osmotic pressure and second virial coefficients of compact
nanogel particles

The osmotic pressure P can be estimated from the virial
coefficients in the virial equation, a formulation developed by
McMillan and Mayer.54,55 For a monodisperse polymer
solution, the compressibility factor Z can be expanded in

powers of r,

Z ¼MwP
kBTr

¼ 1þ
X
n¼1

Bnþ1rn; (6)

where r is the polymer number density, Mw is the molecular mass
of the polymer, P is the osmotic pressure, and the coefficients Bn

are the virial coefficients. The osmotic pressure is one of the most
easily accessible quantities in polymer physics, and knowledge of
Bn provides the estimation of P in the dilute regime in which
rRg

3 { 1. The Bn coefficients also contain interparticle informa-
tion on the nature of the interaction between the particles in the
solution, which are temperature-dependent. In particular, B2

provides information of the pair-wise interactions, B3 the 2- and
non-additive 3-body interactions. The second virial captures the
deviation from the ideal behavior (MwPr = 1) and it is related to
the effective interaction u(r) between two polymers,

B2 ¼ �2p
ð
f ðrÞr2dr; (7)

where f (r) is the Mayer function defined as f (r) = exp(�u(r)/kT) �
1.55 Higher-order terms if known provide a wider range in which
eqn (6) is accurate. For polymer solutions and gels, the nature of
the virial coefficients deviates from the McMillan and Mayer
framework, and their meaning remains an active topic of
research.56,57 Specifically, the determination of the values of the
second and third virial coefficients (or even higher-order terms)
requires to be determined solely on the interaction among two
and three (or more for high order terms) solvated particles,
respectively.58 From an experimental perspective, this is
challenging. However, in practice, knowledge of the second and
third virial coefficients provides a reliable prediction for the
osmotic pressure in the dilute regime where the expression is
accurate up to B2rE 1, even for relatively small values of the degree
of polymerization. The value of coefficients Bn depends on the
polymer solution and temperature. Even in the context of the soft
sphere model, where the polymer is viewed in an average sense as a
soft interpenetratable Gaussian ‘blob’ representing a segmental
density cloud,59–61 the nature of the virial coefficients is not clear.

To estimate the virial coefficients, we consider the virial
expansion for r as power series in terms of a reduced concen-
tration that is defined in terms of the second virial
coefficient.56,62,63 In particular, we have,

MwP
kBTr

¼ 1þ r̂þ gr̂2 þ ::: (8)

where g E 0.25 is the dimensionless virial ratio,62 r̂ = rMwB2.
Concentrated polymer solutions and gels exhibit similar osmotic
pressure behavior at the high concentrations where packing
interactions of the polymers becomes predominant and we
correspondingly hypothesize that this universality also applies
in the semi-dilute regime between the dilute and concentrated
regimes. In particular, we hypothesize that eqn (8) applies as an
approximation to both polymer solutions of different architec-
tures and polymer gels.

The y-temperature or solvent is defined when the temperature
and/or solvent results in B2 = 0,64,65 requiring the evaluation of

Fig. 6 Average radius of gyration normalized by its value of infinite
dilution, Rg/Rg,r=0 as a function of the reduced segmental density, r/r*,

where r� ¼ 4p
3
Rg;r¼0

3.
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the integral in eqn (7) at r - 0. This calculation can be done
analytically for simple models like hard spheres and square
well potential, but it becomes challenging, requiring extensive
computation/sampling resources, with increasing the complexity
of the molecular architecture. There are a few studies of the
estimation of the second virial of different polymers having
molecular topology near the y-point than in the good solvent
conditions, such as stars47,66,67 and rings68,69 that offer some
insight into this problem. We calculate the pair-correlation of
the center-of-mass of star polymers in dilute solutions, see Fig. 7,
and by utilizing g(r) =e�u(r)/kT, we obtain the concentration-
dependent second virial by eqn (7). We note that by doing this
calculation in a polymer solution, we effectively mimic the
experimental difficulties in estimating B2 solely based on the
interaction of two particles/polymers. We minimize this problem
by repeating the process by reducing the polymer concentration
and identifying the second virial by extrapolating to r - 0, see
inset of Fig. 7. As we decrease the solvent quality (increasing l),
the adjustment needed by extrapolating to r - 0 becomes
smaller. Moreover, the dependence of B2 in our star solution
model as a function of l suggest that ly,star E 0.7. This value
corresponds to a lower y-temperature than linear chains, consis-
tent with experimental observations of the star and ring68,70

polymers. Now that we have determined the values of B2 at
different quality solvents, we use them to compact nanogel
particles composed of star polymers.

The osmotic pressure of compact nanogel particles is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. We find that the osmotic pressure of both
systems (gels and star polymer solutions) in the high-density
regime are in agreement even though we used the same value
for B2 in both cases. This agreement confirms our initial
hypothesis that these two systems exhibit approximately the
same osmotic behavior at high densities. The deviation is
expected at lower densities because the nanogel particles cease
to behave as a unified macrogel structure or a star polymer

solution. Another consequence of our assumption is that ly,gel =
ly,star E 0.7, which is in agreement with our estimation of the
y-point by the Rg mass scaling as we discussed above. In the
case of star polymer solutions, Ty in gels is also expected to be
lower than in linear chains.

D. Structure factor

To probe the structure of nanogel particles, we focus on calculat-
ing the spatial correlations between the polymer segments. The
structure factor, S(q), is a suitable property for this purpose and
describes the mean correlations in the positions of a collection
of point particles distributed in space.73 S(q) is defined55 as:

SðqÞ ¼ 1

Ns

XNs

j¼1

XNs

k¼1
exp �iq � rj � rk


 �� �* +
; (9)

where i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

, q = |q| is the wave number, rj is the position of
particle j, hi denote the time average, and Ns is the total number
of polymer segments defined as Ns = NxNyNz (fM + 1).

The scattering profiles generated by our model can be
described by the following functional form,

SðqÞ ¼ Aq�m þ S0

1þ ðxqÞ2: (10)

The heterogeneous structure formation resulting in a steep
upturn in S(q) is captured in the first term. Both parameters are
A and m are fitting parameters, where m describes the fractal
nature of the clusters formed at length scales larger than the size
of the polymer chains and typically, in experiments, the scaling
exponent m is found to be in the range 2 to 5.74 In polymer
systems, clustering often plays an important role, however, large
clusters do not contribute significantly to the thermodynamics
of the solution but strongly modify the scattering spectrum in
the low-q range.74 The second term, given by Ornstein–Zernike
expression75 (Lorentzian function), captures the local structure
and interactions between the polymer chains composing the

Fig. 7 Pair correlation function, g(r), for center of mass star polymer
(f = 4 arms and M = 25 arm length) solution at a segmental density
rs3 E 0.016. Inset: Second virial of star polymer solutions as a function
of l; results at different polymer concentrations are also presented. The
dashed line is an extrapolation to identify the y-point at B2 = 0.

Fig. 8 Compressibility factor, Mw,starP/r, for compact nanogel particles
(dotted lines) and star polymer solutions (symbols), as a function of B2Mwr
for different values of solvent quality parameter, l. The cases of hard
spheres based on the Carnahan-Starling,71 flexible chains,72 and randomly
branched structures56 are also presented.
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nanogel structure. The parameter x is a ‘correlation length’ that
describes that local packing of the chain segments and S0 is the
estimated height of the plateau in the absence of heterogeneous
structure formation. We emphasize that eqn (10) is phenomen-
ological and we are following common experimental practice in
defining the correlation length as prescribed by eqn (10).

At highly dilute concentrations of compact nanogel particles,
the form factor P(q) is typically described by the ‘‘fuzzy sphere’’
model,76 in which the particles are described by a dense homo-
geneous core and an outer loose corona.77–79 At length scales
larger than the size of the nanogel particle, there is a sharp
increase in P(q) that results in P(q - 0)- Mw. At length scales
near Rg, and sufficiently high values of Nb 4 5, there is a primary
scattering peak characteristic of particle-like scattering. A power-
law behavior is observed at high q-values corresponding to the
fractal nature of the polymer chains. We proposed an extension
to the fuzzy sphere model to improve the description of the
scattering profile at higher q-values, for more details see ref. 20.
A typical example of S(q) data for a nanogel particle and a fit to
the ‘‘extended fuzzy sphere model’’ is presented in Fig. 9(a).

The scattering features of an isolated nanogel particle dis-
appear in concentrated solutions of nanogel particles because the
interface surrounding the nanogel particles vanishes once the
nanogel particles start to interpenetrate. In other words, the
scattering features of nanogel particles become indistinguishable
at moderate and high concentrations of these particles. In the
athermal solvents, the polymer segments are relatively uniformly
spatially distributed and fill the space resulting in a plateau at
lower q-values in S(q), see Fig. 9(a). The height of this plateau is
often in experiments extrapolated to q = 0 to determine the S(q = 0)
value, which provides information about the long-range density
fluctuations. In equilibrium, S(0) = kTrkT, where kT is the iso-
thermal compressibility (we will discuss more about kT below).
The height of this plateau decreases with an increase in P. At PE
0.1, the structure factor becomes equal to unity over a wide range
of length scales (qso 1), and this is analogous to an ideal gas that

exhibits S(q) = 1 for all q. In other words, there is a pressure
threshold where the gel effectively loses its structural features.

Near the y-point, the chains in the nanogel structure begin to
shrink and partially ‘collapse’. This effect creates denser regions
in the gel structure than an assumed homogeneous spatial
segmental distribution. The contrast between these denser
regions, which occur randomly within the gel structure, and the
voids (regions in which there are no gel segments) results in the
formation of heterogeneous structures. This is evident in the
structure factor profiles at low-q regime, where a clustering term
Sc(q) = Aq�m is needed to describe the emergence of this behavior.
The emergence of clusters/heterogeneous structure formation has
been observed experimentally.80 The heterogeneous structures
become more dominant because the collapsed structures increase
in size as the solvent quality worsens (increasing l) below but near
the y-point, ly o l E 0.7. Eventually, these collapsed structures
increase in size and start to merge as the solvent quality worsens,
l4 0.7. Moreover, any voids in the gel structure shrink, resulting
in a more homogeneous and dense structure. An increase in the
osmotic pressure reduces the impact of heterogeneous structure
formation in S(q). We note that the influence of the solvent quality
is also expected to influence the scaling exponent in the high q-
regime in S(q) scattering profiles.81 For linear chains and other
regular polymers, it is expected to scale as S(q) B q1/n. For the
chains in the nanogel particles, we find that S(q) B q�1.3 for l o
0.7, suggesting that the chains are significantly stretched.

E. Osmotic modulus

The osmotic modulus, K, is defined as the inverse of isothermal
compressibility, kT,

K�kT�1¼r
@P
@r
¼ �1

V

@V

@P

� �1
T

¼
V2
� �

� Vh i2
kT Vh i

� 
NPT

�1: (11)

We find that for concentrated solutions, the osmotic mod-
ulus of the nanogel particles scales with r for the whole range

Fig. 9 Structure factor S(q) of nanogel particles at different conditions. (a) Athermal solvent (l = 0) at different osmotic pressures P; the form factor
(dashed line) of an isolated nanogel particle is also presented along with a fit to the ‘‘extended fuzzy sphere’’ model.20 (b) Different solvent qualities at
osmotic pressure P = 0.0001; the dashed lines are fits with eqn (10).
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of osmotic pressures. As the osmotic pressure increases, the
material’s resistance to volumetric changes increases with r
raised to a scaling exponent that describes the fractal distribu-
tion of polymer segments in the gel structure. It is established
in experiments and in theory that K B rd, where d = 3n/(3n � 1)
corresponding to d = 9/4 for n = 0.588 and d = 3 for n = 1/2.75,82,83

Alternative functional forms for osmotic modulus based on
empirical observations have been developed.56,84,85 Linear
chain solutions under good solvent conditions exhibit K B
r9/4 as expected. However, in our nanogel particle solutions, the
scaling exponent was found to be K B r3 in good solvent, see
Fig. 10. This highlights the difference in the fractal nature of
the gel from that of linear chain solution. We also note that the
experimental procedure of gelation through the cross-linking of
long linear chains may lead to the formation of gel structures in
which the chains are trapped in a non-equilibrium state where
the linear chain scaling of the osmotic modulus is apparently
preserved. Recent measurements of polymers cross-linked to
form a solution network have shown a tendency to exhibit the
osmotic scaling exponents of the parent linear polymer chains.
It has been observed that diffusion of randomly branched
polymers and the viscosity of branched polymer solutions in
which the branched polymers are formed from polymerizing
oligomers in solution can be quite different from solutions in

which the branched polymers are formed by cross-linking high
molecular mass polymers.86,87 There is evidently a ‘memory
effect’ of the conditions of cross-linking that requires further
investigation. The fractal nature of our gel model is also
apparent in our solutions of network polymers. In particular,
we find a scaling exponent of K B r6 near the y-point,
suggesting ny E 2/5, which is in agreement with our previous
calculations on Rg mass scaling. This scaling exponent is
expected to increase further in the poorer solvent conditions
but is not expected to change with the variation of the chain
length, see Fig. 10. However, the range of K for the same range
of P was significantly different. Longer chains provide the gel
with a wider range of K variation. The gel can initiate its
resistance to volumetric changes at lower segmental densities
and reach higher values of K at higher segmental densities.

To evaluate these predictions, we examine the elastic modulus
G of poly(vinyl acetate)/isopropyl alcohol gels as a function of the
polymer volume fraction. The elastic modulus defines the elastic
pressure that contracts the gel while the osmotic pressure expands
it. The shear moduli of osmotically deswollen gel samples at
constant temperature exhibited a scaling exponent of 1/3 with the
polymer concentration in both good and y-solvents, see Fig. 11.88

At equilibrium and an excess amount of solvent, the elastic
pressure balances the osmotic pressure, suggesting that the
scaling trends found in osmotic modulus will be expected in
elastic modulus. The elastic modulus of poly(vinyl acetate)/iso-
propyl alcohol gels presented in Fig. 11 confirms the predictions
for the scaling exponents of our model.

IV. Conclusions

We investigated the structure and osmotic properties of poly-
mer gels composed of compact nanogel particles over a wide

Fig. 10 Osmotic modulus, K, of compact nanogel particles as a function
of segmental density, r. Results for different solvent qualities are also
presented. The dashed lines are guides for the eye.

Fig. 11 Elastic modulus of poly(vinyl acetate)/isopropyl alcohol gels as a
function of the polymer volume fraction, f. The dotted lines approximately
correspond to isotherms with a temperature range is (from left to right)
70 1C, 60, 55 1C, 52 1C (identified as the y-temperature), 50 1C, 45 1C,
37 1C, 30 1C, and 25 1C. Samples are identified by their polymer concen-
tration at the time of introduction of crosslinks and with their degree of
crosslinking; for example, 12/50 means that the concentration of PVA
solution at which the crosslinks were introduced was 12 mass% and the
degree of crosslinking was 50. For more details see ref. 88.
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range of solvent qualities by molecular dynamics simulations
with a bead-spring model. We characterized the osmotic
pressure changes in the gel by estimating the second virial
coefficients. Moreover, we identified the conditions at which
the y-point emerges. We found that the location of y-point is the
same in both dilute and concentrated conditions, however, the y-
point occurred at a lower temperature than linear chains. Based
on the location of the y-point, we developed an empirical master
curve to describe the swelling of the nanogel particles in dilute
concentrations. Even at small values of osmotic pressures, the
nanogel particles fill the interstitial space so that the particle-like
scattering is no longer apparent at moderate concentrations. We
also find that improving the solvent quality enhances spatial
segmental uniformity in an average sense, while significant
heterogeneous structure formation occurs near the y-point. Well
below the y-point, these heterogeneous structures start to dimin-
ish as the gels have nearly collapsed at high osmotic pressures.
We also investigate the degree of swelling and structure of
compact nanogel particles with the variation of solvent quality
at both infinite dilution and concentrated conditions. Finally, we
calculated the osmotic modulus and the scaling exponents in
good and y-point conditions found are characteristic of lattice
animals.37 These findings provide useful guidelines for the
design of gels and a better understanding of the role of gels in
biological function.
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